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� A new self-absorption correction
method based on black-body radia-
tion reference was proposed.

� The proposed method applied all the
spectral lines and does not need the
stark broadening coefficient.

� Experimental results proved that
both the linearity of the Boltzmann
plot and the measurement accuracy
was improved.

� The proposed method has additional
uses and expanded potential.
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The self-absorption effect due to optically thick property greatly influences the measured line intensities
as well as the performance of quantification for laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy (LIBS) especially
for calibration-free LIBS which requires proper correction. In this paper, a new self-absorption correction
method for Calibration-Free LIBS (CF-LIBS), called blackbody radiation referenced self-absorption correction
(BRR-SAC) is proposed. An iterative algorithm was designed to calculate the plasma temperature and
normally hard-to-obtain collection efficiency of the optical collection system by directly comparing the
measured spectrum with the corresponding theoretical blackbody radiation for self-absorption correc-
tion. Compared with generally applied self-absorption correction methods based on the principle of
curve of growth, the proposed method has obvious advantages of simpler programming, higher
computation efficiency, and its independency of the availability or accuracy of line broadening co-
efficients. Experiments were conducted on titanium alloy samples. The experimental results showed that
the self-absorption was corrected with increased linearity of the Boltzmann plots and the measurement
accuracy of the elemental concentration was significantly improved through BRR-SAC. Compared with
the traditional CF-LIBS with self-absorption correction, the proposed method also showed better per-
formance. In addition, BRR-SAC provides a simple way to obtain the collection efficiency of the experi-
mental setup, which benefits the plasma diagnostics and quantitative analysis.

© 2019 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy (LIBS) has been regar-
ded as the most versatile technique for elemental analysis and has
shown great potentials in many applications [1e3]. Calibration
methods [4e9] generally provide good quantitative results and
alibration-free laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy (CF-LIBS) with
.1016/j.aca.2019.01.016
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therefore are more commonly applied. However, these methods
require a set of calibration sample with certified elemental con-
centration, which may be not available for some conditions. In
comparison, calibration free method provides a unique advantage.
Since Ciucci et al. [10] introduced the calibration-free LIBS, inwhich
Boltzmann plots relied on local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE)
assumption. CF-LIBS has been widely applied in quantitative anal-
ysis for alloys [11e22], glasses [23], pigments [24], soils and rocks
[25e27], even aerosols [28]. However, some assumptions made in
CF-LIBS have reduced its accuracy [29], for example, LTE, stoichio-
metric ablation, optically thin and homogeneous plasma. In this
work, we mainly focus on reducing the self-absorption effects
resulting from the optically thick property under the context of CF-
LIBS method.

Originally, CF-LIBS was based on optically thin assumptions,
meaning no self-absorption. Besides, Boltzmann plots was utilized
to estimate the plasma temperature and to determine the species
concentration in a sample. However, plasma is usually not optically
thin, and therefore the presence of self-absorption reduces line
intensities and degrades Boltzmann plots [30], leading to larger
measurement errors for calibration-free method. Self-absorption
occurs when plasma light is re-absorbed by the same kind of ele-
ments which emitted the light along the optical length, thereby
flatting the line profile or in extreme cases generating a dip in the
line center (called self-reversal) [31]. Various methods have been
developed to deal with this problem. The first category of self-
absorption correction methods was based on the principle of
curve of growth (COG). Bulajic et al. [16] used COG for self-
absorption correction, in which the effect of self-absorption on
line profile was clarified and an iterative algorithmwas proposed to
calculate plasma temperature, electron number density, Gaussian
broadening, Lorentzian broadening, and optical path length.
However, this method has high complexity due to the excessive
iteration variables. Based on Bulajic's method, Praher et al. [32]
investigated the relationship between line broadening and self-
absorption extent, and proposed a simplified iterative algorithm.
For this methods and others [33e35], there are inevitable un-
certainties in the estimation of electron density from Stark broad-
ening, which will greatly affect the performance of self-absorption
correction and increase the algorithm complexity. In addition, for
many lines, their Stark broadening coefficients may be very difficult
to obtain, which limits the application of these methods. Another
category of self-absorption correction methods was based on the
selection of internal reference line intensity. Sun et al. [15] pro-
posed an internal reference for self-absorption correction (IRSAC)
method with one or several lines as internal reference, which was
regarded as free from self-absorption. In Sun's method, the in-
tensity of other lines was calculated by the reference line intensity
and estimated plasma temperature based on theoretical equation.
The IRSAC method is very easy to employ and computationally
efficient, but the method only retains the internal reference line
intensities and all other measured line intensities actually are not
significant for the final plasma temperature estimation as well as
concentration calculation. Therefore, the IRSAC method lacks the
solid physical principle and is not applicable for those cases
without appropriate internal references. For the methods based on
IRSAC, such as the internal referenceeexternal standard with the
iteration correction (IRESIC) procedure proposed by Dong et al.
[36], in which one standard sample matrix-matched along with the
genetic algorithm (GA) was utilized to estimate the plasma tem-
perature, the same disadvantages remain. In addition to these two
mainstream methods, some other methods have also been pro-
posed. Demidov et al. [37] proposed an improved Monte-Carlo
(MC) method for standard-less analysis, where the concentrations
in LIBS were found by fitting model-generated synthetic spectra to
Please cite this article as: T. Li et al., Correction of self-absorption effect in c
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experimental spectra. Since this method requires a great amount of
computational resource, it is not suitable for many scenarios. Moon
et al. [38] proposed a method for selecting spectral lines with self-
absorption by comparing spectra acquired with and without a
duplicating spherical mirror placed behind the plasma plume. This
method has additional requirements for the experimental device,
which limits its application especial to harsh conditions. Recently,
Zhu et al. [39] proposed an approach to overcome the self-
absorption effect using molecular emission. However, this
method is not widely applicable for the conditions without mo-
lecular emission.

In this work, a new self-absorption correction method called
blackbody radiation referenced self-absorption correction (BRR-SAC)
was proposed by taking collection efficiency and plasma temper-
ature as two unknowns in the integration process in CF-LIBS. Based
on the relationship between blackbody radiation and self-
absorption, an iteration algorithm was designed to calculate the
two parameters and elemental concentrations. Compared with
COG-based self-absorption method, the proposed BRR-SAC method
shares the same physical background, and has the obvious advan-
tages of simpler programming, higher computation efficiency, and
its independency of the calculation of electron density and Stark
broadening. Compared with internal reference based method, BRR-
SAC is more robust since it fully utilizes all measured line infor-
mation and contains the COG physical background. Experiments
were also performed on titanium alloy samples and the results
verified the effectiveness of the BRR-SAC method. Further merits of
this method include the explicit calculation of the number density
of species in plasma and collection efficiency.

2. Methods

The relationship between blackbody radiation and self-
absorption has been extensively investigated [40,41]. However,
since plasma temperature and collection efficiency are not available
in many cases, the experimental spectrum and blackbody radiation
cannot be directly compared. In this paper, an iterative process was
designed to continuously assign and correct these two parameters
and finally achieve self-absorption correction. The process of this
method is as follows. Firstly, the relationship between blackbody
radiation and self-absorption determines that, the degree of self-
absorption depends on the ratio of line intensity to blackbody ra-
diation intensity that depends on the plasma temperature and
collection efficiency. Therefore, these two parameters will affect the
corrected spectral line intensity. Then the Boltzmann plot describes
the relationship between the intensities of the corrected spectral
lines and determines the plasma temperature. Therefore, the actual
collection efficiency and plasma temperature can make the Boltz-
mann plot have the best linearity and conform to the Boltzmann
plot's description of the plasma temperature.

In this section, the relationship between blackbody and self-
absorption will be briefly described. According to the phenome-
nology by Einstein, there are three processes in the formation of an
atomic spectral line, i.e. spontaneous emission, stimulated emis-
sion, and stimulated absorption. On the one hand, for the plasma in
LTE, stimulated emission and stimulated absorption collectively
show the self-absorption effect which can reduce the emission
intensity and the reduction is proportional to the emission intensity
itself. On the other hand, the amount of spontaneous emission can
characterize the number of species according to the Boltzmann
equation. Therefore, without considering the spatiotemporal in-
homogeneity, the ultimate goal of self-absorption correction is to
eliminate the effects of stimulated emission and stimulated ab-
sorption on the spectrum and extract the spontaneous emission
from the spectrum.
alibration-free laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy (CF-LIBS) with
.1016/j.aca.2019.01.016
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In many LIBS experiments, the light collected by fiber mainly
comes from the part of plasma that is very close to the optical axis
of this collecting lens. This means the plasma can be considered as a
1-D strip if we ignore the part that has no effect on the spectrum
[43]. In this case, the intensity of radiation I(l) from the homoge-
neous plasma strip (length l) can be expressed as [38].

IðlÞ ¼ F,LPðlÞ,½1� expð � tðlÞÞ�; (1)

where F is the coefficient of collection that considers the optical
efficiency of the collection system as well as the transverse area of
the region of the plasma, LP(l) is the blackbody radiation and t(l) is
the optical length.

Eq. (1) shows the expression of the spectral intensity that is
obtained experimentally, and it can be understood as follows:
when the optical path of the plasma is infinitely thick, its radiation
intensity tends to be blackbody radiation intensity rather than
infinitely large because of strong self-absorption.

Besides, the expression of the intensity of spontaneous emission
I* (i.e, the intensity after self-absorption correction) is given by:

I*ðlÞ ¼ F,LPðlÞ,tðlÞ (2)

It can be seen from Eq. (2) that when t(l) is very small, t(l)z 1-
exp(-t(l)), and the self-absorption effects can be ignored under this
condition. For the traditional CF-LIBS method, according to the
optical thin assumptions, the experimentally measured I is
considered to be equal to I* and the Boltzmann plot is drawn based
on I. However, I*(l) will be larger than I(l) when t(l) is not too
small, under which condition the error of measurement will
become larger if the correction is not performed.

We found the optical length t(l) can be obtained by comparing
the plasma spectrum I(l) with blackbody radiation intensity cor-
responding to the spectrum F·LP(l) and then the line intensity after
self-absorption correction can be obtained. Since there are only two
unknown variables, i.e. coefficient of collection F and plasma tem-
perature T, the calculation results of the corrected line intensity are
affected by the values of F and T. Besides, since Boltzmann plot
describes the relationship among the intensities of the corrected
spectral lines and also determines the plasma temperature, it is
considered to be the key tool for determining the F and T. More
specifically, the actual F and Tcan not only make the Boltzmann plot
has the best linearity, but also consistent with the temperature
described by the Boltzmann plot. In order to determine the values
of T and F, we design the following iterative algorithm and self-
absorption correction method:

Firstly, the F and T are assigned with the initial values. Blackbody
radiation intensity LP is calculated according to T, and the corrected
intensity I* is calculated based on F, LP and I. Secondly, the linearity
of the Boltzmann plot based on I* is evaluated using the least
squares criterion method, with the main evaluation parameter as
the correlation coefficient (r [2]). For a particular T, there will be a
specific F maximizes the correlation coefficient. The plasma tem-
perature described by the Boltzmann plot is recorded as T’. If T’ is
not equal to the initial temperature T, then modify the initial value
of T until these two are equal. Finally, the content of each element in
the sample are calculated according to the final Boltzmann plot. The
flow chart of the BRR-SAC method is shown in Fig. 1.

More details of the iterative process are described as follows: 1)
the initial value of the collection coefficient F and the temperature T
are empirically selected, which has little effect on the final results.
For example, the value of F is about 10�9 and the T is about 1eV. 2)
In Eqs. (1) and (2), I and I* refers to the power density in the
spectrum. Therefore, for a particular line, its intensity needs to
integrate the spectrum over a certain range. Fortunately, the self-
Please cite this article as: T. Li et al., Correction of self-absorption effect in c
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absorption effect does not change this range, which saves a lot of
computational resource.3) The linearity of the Boltzmann plot is
characterized by correlation coefficient (r [2]), which can be un-
derstood as a function of F, but its expression is very complicated.
As F decreases, the difference between I and I* becomes more
remarkable, which is reflected in the larger upward movement on
the Boltzmann plot. Therefore, r [2] will increase first and then
decrease until F is too small to solve I*. 4) Empirical practice shows
that if the T’ is assigned to T, the iteration process can converge very
quickly, so as to reduce the computational resource in the entire
iteration process.

The highlight of the BRR-SAC method is that the plasma spec-
trum is directly compared with blackbody radiation and the self-
absorption is used as a tool to obtain the key parameter F.
Although F can be estimated by geometrical optics under simple
experimental condition, but it is not available when the light-
collecting system is complicated or the experimental plasmas
obviously changes. In addition, the collection coefficient and
blackbody radiation are indispensable for plasma diagnostics. For
example, Hermann et al. [42] evidenced the local thermodynamic
equilibrium in a laser-induced plasma by blackbody radiation.

The above description has shown that the BRR-SAC method can
achieve the self-absorption correction simply and quickly by
reasonably selecting iterative variables. Compared with the COG
method, BRR-SAC requires less computational resource, and is
easier to program. Comparedwith IRSAC, BRR-SACmakes full use of
experimental data and has greater robustness. Compared with the
method based on line broadening, BRR-SAC does not rely on the
acquisition of electron density and Stark broadening.

BRR-SAC is especially suitable for the samples with many
spectral lines such as steel and titanium alloy. For those samples
with few spectral lines, we can first obtain the F by the experiments
with other samples and then correct the self-absorption.

3. Experimental

A standard LIBS setup was used in this experiment. The laser
beam from the Q-switched Nd: YAG laser(Q-Smart 100, Quantel,
France), operating at wavelength of 1064 nm with an energy of
80mJ, a pulse duration of 4 ns, and a repetition rate of 1 Hz, was
used to generate plasma on the sample surface. The focusing was
kept inside the sample surface to avoid air ignition and to minimize
air interference on the emission spectra. The spot size at the focus
was approx. 0.2mm. The emission of laser-induced plasma was
collected using an achromatic silica lens. The light was guided by a
quartz fiber into an Echelle spectrometer with intensified CCD
detector (Aryelle Butterfly, LTB, Germany) employing delay time of
1 ms, 2 ms and 3 ms with respect to the laser pulse and a gate time of
0.05 ms. The fiber used in the experiment had a diameter of 400 mm
and a numerical aperture of 0.224. The delay time was sufficient to
suppress the background signals from continuum plasma radiation.
A short gate time was chosen to avoid large changes in plasma
temperature and electron number density during the measure-
ment. The wavelength of recorded spectra range was from 180 nm
to 430 nm with a spectral resolution of l/Dl�20,000. A standard
light source (DH-3plus, Ocean Tec, USA) was used for the intensity
standardization of the optical fiber and spectrometer. The spectrum
was accumulated by 10 laser pulse signals in order to improve the
signal-to-noise ratio.

The samples used in the experiments ware two standard tita-
nium alloys (TC4, Chinese National Standard No.02503&02505)
with known concentration. The alloy consisted of titanium, vana-
dium, aluminum and traces of iron, silicon and carbon.

In addition, the signal function measured by an optical spec-
trometer was obtained by the convolution of the “true” signal and
alibration-free laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy (CF-LIBS) with
.1016/j.aca.2019.01.016



Fig. 1. The flow chart of the BRR-SAC method.
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the transmission function of the spectrometer [32] and the true
signal was derived by deconvolution using RichardsoneLucy
method [44]. The deconvolution of the instrumental function can
modify the peak intensity and the broadening of the spectral line,
which is of great significance to the accuracy of the CF-LIBSmethod.

4. Results and discussion

4.1. Analytical lines selection

As titanium and vanadium element exist in the plasma mainly in
the form of ions, a large number of titanium ion lines and vanadium
ion lines can be found in the spectrumwith high intensity. Many of
them are accompanied by strong self-absorption, which is very
advantageous to the study of the self-absorption effect correction.
To improve the accuracy of the quantitative analysis results, the
selected lines should meet the following conditions: 1) they should
have strong enough intensity to ensure the signal-to-noise ratio, 2)
their transition probability should have higher accuracy, and 3) they
should not interfere with other lines. The selected lines are listed in
Table 1 and their transition probabilities were obtained from the
National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) database.

4.2. Boltzmann plots

Fig. 2 shows the Boltzmann plots, determined by the CF-LIBS
without and with BRR-SAC method with different delay times.
The left column (a, c, e) shows the Boltzmann plots before self-
absorption correction while the right column (b, d, f) shows the
Please cite this article as: T. Li et al., Correction of self-absorption effect in c
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corrected results. The line of Ti II and V II are shown in the figure.
Before the correction, the self-absorption lines make the points on
Boltzmann plots in a very scattered pattern. Moreover, for the
matrix elements, Ti, most of their analytical lines with high in-
tensity exhibited strong self-absorption. The self-absorption effect
caused higher calculated temperature than real values, lower in-
tercepts, and finally large errors in the quantitative results. As
shown in Fig. 2, The Ti II lines and V II lines show different slopes in
Boltzmann plots.

After performing the correction using the proposed BRR-SAC
method, the points on the Boltzmann plots show better linearity.
In the correction process, two different cases happened for Ti II and
V II. For V II, because their lines with low intensity were not affected
by self-absorption, the correction process only slightly changed
their line intensities, and the slopes and intercept of their fitting
lines were nearly not changed. For Ti II, some lines were very strong
and affected by self-absorption obviously. The correction process
regulated those scattered points on the Boltzmann plots, and
attained expected plasma temperatures and intercepts by these
species themselves.

It can be seen from Fig. 2 that the effect of BRR-SAC under
different experimental conditions (delay time) was similar: the
linearity of titanium ions was significantly improved, while the
linearity of vanadium particles changed little. The linearity of the
Boltzmann plot was the optimal when the delay time was 2 ms,
which could be explained by the followings. When the delay time
was too short, the broadening of the linesmade them interferewith
each other; when the delay timewas too long, the interaction of the
plasma with the surrounding environment made the plasma no
alibration-free laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy (CF-LIBS) with
.1016/j.aca.2019.01.016



Table 1
The selected lines of Ti II and V II.

Species Wavelength(nm)

Ti II 251.743 252.560 252.975 253.125 253.462 253.587 257.103 283.218
284.193 285.110 286.232 287.743 288.410 301.718 302.973 304.668
305.974 307.522 307.864 308.803 309.718 310.380 310.508 310.623
311.205 311.980 315.225 315.419 315.567 316.852 319.087 320.253
321.705 321.827 322.284 322.424 323.228 324.198 324.860 325.291
325.294 325.425 328.233 330.880 331.532 331.802 332.170 332.293
332.676 332.945 333.211 333.519 333.785 334.376 334.674 336.618
336.920 339.457 340.242 340.720 340.981 345.246 345.638 346.555
347.718 349.105 350.489 351.084 352.025 353.541 357.373 358.713
359.605 365.976 366.223 370.622 374.164 390.054 391.346

V II 268.795 270.093 290.308 290.882 295.207 296.838 300.120 309.310
310.230 311.071 313.333 313.494 313.652 326.770 351.730 354.520

Ti I 395.633 395.820 398.176 398.975 399.863
Al I 394.400 396.152
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longer uniform. Subsequent calculations and discussions are
mainly based on the case with the delay time of 2 ms.

Fig. 3 shows the spectrum of the titanium alloy sample before
and after self-absorption correction together with blackbody radi-
ation. It can be found that for most of the spectral lines used for
analysis, the optical lengths at their center wavelength are around
0.2e4. Besides, since there are no asymmetric or self-reversed
patterns of any line in the spectrum, we believe that the plasma
satisfies the assumption of uniformity.
4.3. Elemental concentration

Electron density is an important parameter in plasma. It can not
only verify the accuracy of LTE, but also be used to calculate the
number of other forms of species (such as Ti I, Ti III) of elements in
plasma. The electron density can be calculated through the Saha-
Boltzmann equation,

ne ¼ 2ð2pmekTÞ3=2
h3

IImnAijgIIi
IIijAmngIm

exp

 
� Eion þ EIIi � EIm

kT

!
; (3)

where, me, k T, and h are the mass of an electron, the Boltzmann
constant, the temperature of the plasma, and the Planck's constant,
respectively. Imn, Amn, gm

I and Em
I are the observed intensity of the

line transition from m-level to n-level, the Einstein coefficient of
the transition probability for spontaneous transition, the de-
generacy of the upper level, and the energy of the upper energy
level of an atomic line, respectively. Similarly, Iij, Aij, gi

II and Ei
II are

the corresponding parameters of an ionic line. Eion is the 1st ioni-
zation energy.

A strong titanium atomic line (wavelength 395.82 nm) was
selected for substitution into the Saha-Boltzmann equation.
Different ionic lines were selected and the calculated electron
density is averaged. The calculation result showed the electron
density of the plasma was about 1.92� 1017 cm�3.

In addition, we also tried to obtain the electron density by using
the Stark broadening of Ti II 368.52 nm, the calculation result
showed the electron density of the plasma was about
2.8� 1017 cm�3. The difference might come from the self-
absorption effect on the broadening of this line.

The number of the Ti III, V I, V III, Al II and Al III species can be
calculated via Saha ionization equation,

niþ1
ni

ne ¼ 2ð2pmekTÞ3=2
h3

Uiþ1
Ui

exp
�
� εi

kT

�
; (4)

where, ni Ui, and εi are the density of atoms in the i-th state of
Please cite this article as: T. Li et al., Correction of self-absorption effect in c
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ionization, the degeneracy of states for the i-ions and i-th ionization
energy, respectively. Species with higher state of ionization were
ignored and the final results are shown in Table 2, where the
average error represents the average of the absolute values of the
difference between the predicted concentration and the reference
concentration of the three elements.

Table 2 also compares the results by the present work together
with those by other methods. As can be seen from Table 2, BRR-SAC
method shows the best results among all the listed methods. For
traditional CF-LIBS method without self-absorption correction, the
results aremore deviated from the reference values than thosewith
self-absorption correction, indicating the self-absorption effects;
while for CF-LIBS with the IRSAC, its performance is heavily
dependent on the selection of the reference line. It can be seen from
Table 2 that the selection of different reference line (Ti II 310.50 nm
or Ti II 325.29 nm) has led to quite different results. In addition, due
to the unavailability of Stark broadening coefficient of the titanium
ion line, we didn't use other self-absorption correction methods for
comparison.
4.4. Coefficient of collection

Considering that the spectrometer and the fiber had been cali-
brated by standard light sources, coefficient of collection F actually
represented the light collected efficiencymultiplied by the effective
collection area (m2). Therefore, the value of F is deduced to be
mainly affected by to the experimental light collection system, and
less affected by the plasma. In order to verify this conclusion, we
collected the spectra under different delay time and calculated the
value of F for the same sample (titanium alloy). In addition, for a
light-collecting systemwithout blocking and splitting, according to
the principle of reversibility of light, its F can be expressed as a
function of the fiber's numerical aperture NA and the diameter d:

Fz
1
16

pd2NA2; (5)

It should be noted that the application of Eq. (5) has limitations:
for example, the light-collecting lens should be large enough. Ac-
cording to the fiber parameters, the value of F in this experiment
was about 1.58� 10�9m [2]. Table 3 shows that the experimental
and reference values were very close in the early stage, which
verified the reliability of the BRR-SAC method. It should be noted
that as the delay time increased, the experimental and reference
values were slightly deviated due to the possible failure in the
hypotheses of uniformity and the local thermodynamic
equilibrium.

The BRR-SAC method is able to obtain an accurate coefficient of
alibration-free laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy (CF-LIBS) with
.1016/j.aca.2019.01.016



Fig. 2. The Boltzmann plots before and after self-absorption correction under different experimental conditions.
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collection without any additional equipment, which is helpful for
calculating the number density of various species in the plasma and
is therefore significant for the quantitative analysis and mechanism
analysis of LIBS. In this experiment, when the delay time was 2 ms,
Please cite this article as: T. Li et al., Correction of self-absorption effect in c
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the number density of titanium ion (Ti II) was approximately
1.1� 1017 cm�3 (the plasma length was estimated at 1mm), which
was a reasonable value.
alibration-free laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy (CF-LIBS) with
.1016/j.aca.2019.01.016



Fig. 3. The spectrum of the titanium alloy sample before and after self-absorption correction.

Table 2
Elemental concentration calculation results by different CF-LIBS methods.

Method Elemental Concentration (wt%)

Ti (wt%) V (wt%) Al(wt%) Average Error (wt%)

Sample 1 Traditional CF-LIBS 85.11 11.49 3.4 3.62
CF-LIBS with IRSAC a 87.57 8.93 3.5 1.91

b 91.58 5.12 3.3 1.07
CF-LIBS with BRR-SAC 90.05 5.9 4.05 0.27
Reference 89.63 5.65 3.9 /

Sample 2 Traditional CF-LIBS 88.12 6.76 5.12 2.08
CF-LIBS with IRSAC a 90.09 5.45 4.46 1.21

b 90.67 3.44 5.89 0.21
CF-LIBS with BRR-SAC 90.76 3.64 5.77 0.21
Reference 90.76 3.41 5.38 /

a The reference line is Ti II 310.50 nm.
b The reference line is Ti II 325.29 nm.

Table 3
The coefficient of collection F calculated at different delay time.

Delay time Coefficient of collection F

Sample 1 Sample 2

1ms 1.56� 10�9 1.56� 10�9

2ms 1.61� 10�9 1.54� 10�9

3ms 1.44� 10�9 1.47� 10�9

4ms 1.29� 10�9 1.35� 10�9

Reference 1.58� 10�9
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5. Conclusion

In laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy, the produced plasma
is often optically thick. The research has shown that the higher the
line intensity, the greater the self-absorption effect, which will
usually lead to a relatively lower concentration. In order to correct
Please cite this article as: T. Li et al., Correction of self-absorption effect in c
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the self-absorption effect, we proposed a new method called BRR-
SAC which used an iterative method to calculate the plasma tem-
perature as well as the collection efficiency parameter by directly
comparing the plasma spectrum and blackbody radiation intensity.
The experimental results showed that, the Boltzmann plot achieved
higher linearity, and quantitative analysis results were also greatly
improved. Unlike other methods for self-absorption correction,
BRR-SAC is able to make full use of the spectral lines and does not
need the Stark broadening coefficient. BRR-SAC also provides a way
to measure the efficiency of a light-collecting system without
additional equipment, which is significant for the plasma diagnosis
and quantitative analysis of LIBS.

In addition, BRR-SAC can be used as a pre-treatment method for
calibration modeling rather than the usual combination with CF-
LIBS. In our previous study, we proposed a dominant factor based
partial least square (PLS) model [45e47], in which the dominant
factor model was normally a univariate model and provided the
alibration-free laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy (CF-LIBS) with
.1016/j.aca.2019.01.016
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main information on concentration while PLS was employed for
residual errors correction. It was found that the more accurate the
dominant factor model, the better performance of the dominant
factor based PLS method. It was also noticed that the dominant
factor model was greatly influenced by self-absorption effect.
Actually, BRR-SAC was originally designed for this purpose and the
results will be present in future work.
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